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Welcome to the GPLPS GPL Installer 

Why should I use this? 

 You may have bought GPL years ago and want to have a new try with your new computer 

because you still feel deep love with those cars, drivers and tracks? 

 Or you have bought it now because you are still curious why there's still talk about GPL? 

 Or you may want to quickly install a new, test version? 

 Or you may have your own reasons why you want to install GPL.  

But why on earth should you use this Installer instead of the original one you have on the CD or 

using the GPL 2004 Demo as a starting place? 

Because this installer gives you updated tracks, cars, newer graphic rasterisers as well as a working 

pribluda with the new rasterisers. And not to forget the small but important changes like a latest, 

official GPL 1.2.0.2, soundpatch which gives all car brands individual car sounds, the BWpatch for 

enhanced online multiplayer support and the last GPL 1.3 community patch which also gives you 

long track support to drive tracks like the Targa! 

 Take the time and browse through the Credits.pdf file to get an overview of how many people have 

worked hard to make GPL a fantastic simulation! 

SO YOU WANT TO DRIVE! 

Preparations: 

 Get the latest version of the GPLPS GPL Installer from here: 

 http://gplps.wordpress.com/gplps-gpl-installer/ 

 Put your GPL CD in your CD drive and if opens this auto start window close it:  

  

Use the Cancel button if you 

see this window after you put 

the GPL CD into your CD drive 

http://gplps.wordpress.com/gplps-gpl-installer/
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Installation: 

Please open the downloaded file: 

 

On Vista/Windows 7 (32/64 bit) you should see a message like this. Please choose Run: 
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Now you see a Windows Vista/Windows 7 UAC dialog asking if it's OK to make changes to your 

harddisk. This should be OK because we need to copy files to your computer and I have configured 

the installer to request the permission from you. So please use the Yes button to proceed. 

 

The installer itself now needs to know which language to use: 

 

This dialog has 2 functions: 

1. The language selected here will be the language Grand Prix Legends is going to be installed 

2. The language selected here will be used for the next Installer windows 

So be careful what you choose. There's no way back to this dialog so if you have made a mistake 

simply cancel the installation.  
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Now you see the welcome window. Please close other open applications before proceeding via the 

Next button: 

 

Now you need to select your GPL CD drive: 

 

Please look close. You only need to highlight the CD/DVD drive in this step. If you have selected your 

GPL CD drive use the Next button to proceed. 
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If you have selected a wrong drive or a wrong CD in your CD drive you will see this message:  

 

 

After using the OK button you can redefine your selection. Like I said it's enough to highlight the 

CD/DVD drive. 

But if the installer likes your CD selection it will proceed and asks you for the destination directory: 

 

The installer defaults to the GPL default directory. Across all Windows versions (Windows 

XP/Vista/Windows 2008/Windows 7/Windows 2008 R2) the default should be fine.  

DON'T USE C:\Program Files\GPL or any other Windows System directory for GPL. The reason is that 

GPL stores replays and setups inside the GPL directory and modern Windows versions are tight in 

terms of security to allow this. 

So destination directories like C:\Sierra\GPL or D:\Sierra\GPL are a good choice. 
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A small tip: Most of the time I face such a dialog I'm happy if I can just move the cursor to the 

beginning and exchange C with D so that it reads D:\Sierra\GPL. You don't need to use the Browse... 

button. 

After you are satisfied choose the Next button. Now you face the selection window. It has a lot of 

options. 

 

But take a look at the size. You need some free hard drive space for GPL. 

For most users it might be interesting to scroll through the options but the default should work fine 

in most cases. 

This guide will explain some of the choices. 

Sound choices 

 

The first one is one of the early but great addons by Keeper, who did a fantastic job. The files are 

mono samples for the cars. 

The files from ducwolf are his latest and best ones. There had been controversial discussions about 

the usage of stereo or mono sound files. I believe that Mono sounds are best suited for the current 

GPL sound engine. 
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Video Rasterisers 

 

Papyrus had made a D3D directx7 rasteriser and an OpenGL driver. Both had been released after GPL 

had been released. At that time we had Windows 95, Windows NT and Windows 2000. The OpenGL 

driver had and has problems with Nvidia whereas the D3D rasteriser was running OK for a long time. 

But in the past years driver development from Nvidia has made the D3D rasteriser defunct in GPL. 

The symptom is that you only see a small square in the upper left window. It has to do with a 

function in GPL called DirectMirror. You can tweak a parameter but GPL will not run stable. OpenGL 

neither. 

So with modern graphic cards and driver for those it is much safer to use the V2 drivers. Which one 

to choose should be more or less depend on your past experience from maybe other SIMS/GAMES. 

The default D3Dv2 is fine but OpenGLv2 should be fine too. 

Be careful if you select the original Rasterisers. The CORE.INI settings between V1 and V2 aren't the 

same as well as pribluda, an OSD of various data like sector times/position/temp/tire temps 

My advice is to leave this as it is :) 

GPLEA Cars 

 

You can choose which GPLEA car will be installed. The Activate 2D helmets option let's you see the 

helmet colors a driver has chosen in GPL. The GPLEA standard 3D helmets are not using the chosen 
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helmet color. So in Online races you can't see who's driving in front of you by the helmet colors. 

There's a document which describes a bit the GPLEA options and helps you customise the cars a bit 

more. 

3D RIMS in Mirrors 

 

The GPLEA cars have 2D wheel rims in mirrors. This small update correct this: 

 

Standard Car Cams 

 

yDNA has rebuild the Car cameras which you give you back the original Papyrus car cameras. 

Tracks 

 

Here you can select if you want to install the preselected track updates. See the Credits document 

which track updates are included and whom to thank. 

BAPOM Program and Map pack 

 

John Bradley makes beautiful program sets for GPL. Here's a small one to see what he's doing. John 

Bradley has done a lot of program sets and maps for GPL and included with this 

update is a program and map pack for all GPL tracks. 
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Smoke Effects 

 

The smoke effects alter the smoke effects in GPL. Both are nice once but I prefer the one from Jay. 

Sparks 

 

The sparks effect by Jay makes the GPL sparks effect much nicer. 

Corner Worker and Flagman 

 

This gave you different Corner Workers and Flagman. Here's an example:  

  

Pitboard 

 

The Pitboard gives you another pitboard with a different writing font. 

I hope that I could clarify what some options do. Like I said it's not a bad idea to accept the defaults. 

When you are satisfied proceed by using the Next button. 
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Now you can select a different Name for the GPL Windows Program Group.  

 

 

But regardless of your choice here, after you use the Next button you can select if there should be a 

Program Group and Desktop Shortcuts created: 

 

Use the Next button after you are satisfied. 
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Now it's time to check your settings. 

 

As soon as you are satisfied and ready use the Install button to start the installation. 

Now the installation will start and copy files and make all needed changes: 
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After a short time the installer should have finished and needs to restart your computer: 

 

That's it. After a reboot you should see these icons on your desktop and a program group called GPL: 
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If you a wheel/Game pad/pedals attached to your computer take the time and check that Windows 

has recognized them: 

  

When you are ready start GPL. The installer gave you access to GPL 1.2.0.2 and GPL 1.3. For a first try 

and especially for setting up GPL it don't matter what you use. I start Grand Prix Legends  1.3 

(gplc67.exe) and this is what you get starting GPL for the first time: 

 

You might see no cursor but with the TAB key you can select the First Name and Last Name fields. 

Choose your name but avoid special characters or blanks in it. When you are satisfied save the 

entries with the green square in the lower left corner. 
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Now because this is a new player you need to calibrate your Wheel/Pedals/Gamepad first: 
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Use OK when you are finished. Then you assign the controls/axis to GPL driving controls: 

 

For wheels I would use Steering Linearity on Linear (slider on the left) 
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The next important step is to use the  to adjust other important settings. Please use the right 

arrow to advance to the GPL Graphics Settings: 

 

The in red highlighted options are the most important ones. All the rest could and should be 

enabled. The Detail Bias slider should be set to 99, 74 %. The 3D Accelerator should be what has 

been selected during the installation. The resolution will be preset with 640x480 but should match 

what you want to use in my case 1024x768. 

MIRROR DETAIL LEVEL should be full for all mods to work as well as TRACKSIDE OBJECTS. 
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When you are ready with this page use the right  and proceed to the Sound & Gameplay 

Settings: 

 

Please take a look at the driving Aids:  Please deselect them so that they look like you see in this 

screenshot. When you are ready (the other defaults here should be fine) use the green square in the 

lower right corner to save your settings. 
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You are back to the main window. Please leave it by using the red square in the lower left corner: 

 

The step to leave GPL is mandatory!!! 
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After you have left GPL you can immediately start GPL again. Now use the right arrow  and 

select Single Race and use the green square in the lower right corner to accept this selection:
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Now select a track of your choice and adjust the settings before you start the session by using the 

green square in the lower right corner: 
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You are only seconds away from driving your car. Please use the green square in the lower right 

corner to get yourself into the car: 
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We're in the car: 

 

As you can see pribluda is active and shows you some information. The small display errors resulted 

in the VMware Workstation emulation of the graphic card. 
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Word of caution 

If you had restarted GPL after you created the player you might choose the Training Option 

 

Now take the time and choose the right car type. If you really want to drive a F1 you must select 

Grand Prix. For Damage Mode you can choose whatever you like. You can always reset the car with 

Shift-R. 

So here's the recommended setting for training and a small explanation: 

 

There are more documents which might help you: 

 Credits.pdf which lists the Addons and creators as well as links to the original threads or the 

recovered ones after RSC went down. 

 GPLEA.pdf which helps working with the GPLEA cars and the GPLPS GPL Installer. 

 RasterisersAndPribluda.pdf which contains some help about Rasterisers, Pribluda and the GPLPS GPL 

Installer. 

 TroubleShooting.pdf for known problems as well as links to further problem solutions. 

 CommonInfo.pdf for some common information which gave links to other important sites as well as 

what might be interesting other programs and how to use them. 
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I hope that this package gives you a lot of fun. Please take your time to give those guys, which have 

done all those addons some kind of positive feedback. 

Bernd Nowak 


